Logic Apps Assessment
Envision an Agile IT, able to integrate systems efficiently
and with a very quick turn-around. Able to onboard new
systems and trading partners quickly, efficiently and cost
effectively.
Every new day sees us producing more data than ever before. The
effective utilization of data is what differentiates modern
companies from the competition. Having data flow securely and
timeously between systems, apps and trading partners, both
locally and in the cloud, is key to enabling our digital world.

Logic Apps Assessment
Duration:

3 days

Cost:

$ 5,000.00

Deliverables:

Architecture Review and Roadmap

Why customers use
Synegrate’s Logic Apps
Assessment:
•

Proven Methodology

•

Concrete Track Record

•

Cost Always in Mind

•

Fast-Start, Quick Results
Approach

•

From Strategic to Tactical
(Planning & Implementation
to Managed Services)

•

Certified Microsoft Gold
Partner

Basic Training
Logic Apps Assessment Document
Call 866 Synegr8 or email sales@synegrate.com for a free consultation today.

Why Consider Logic Apps

What

•

Onboard Systems & Trading
Partners faster and more
efficiently

•

Microsoft Pro Integration –
Mature & Effective Hybrid
Integration Strategy

•

Improved data security,
compliance

•

Logic Apps – Integration and
Orchestration

•

Increased operational agility; no
more patch management,
backups hardware upgrades

•

API Management – API
Enablement

•

Service Bus – Queuing, Topics

•

Integration Account

•

Lower operational costs

•

Built in HA & DR

How
•

Divide & Conquer: Plan big,
start small & move fast

•

Focus on quick wins for the
business

•

Empower customer to be selfsufficient

•

Strategic guidance and
mentoring

•

Delivery services

“95 percent of enterprises are using cloud computing in some form, with 67 percent of enterprises leveraging hybrid
cloud”
- RightScale-2017-State-of-the-Cloud-Report
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Synegrate will help you assess the feasibility and
determine practical roadmap to Logic Apps
Our Winning Formula

Logic Apps Assessment

•

Synegrate led discovery session

•

Understand your business

•

Identify pain points

success in helping our customers

•

Determine integration requirements

implement

•

Architect custom solution & re-platforming strategy

Apps centric solutions.

We have a proven track record of
enterprise

scale

Logic

In 2015, Synegrate was one of the first

Microsoft Azure Logic Apps & BizTalk Server:
Powerful Results
•

Azure is the only cloud platform to offer true hybrid
capabilities for Enterprise Integration

•

Microsoft is the one provider for all your enterprise
requirements

•

Logic Apps is the gateway to a wealth of Azure
Services such as Machine Learning, Cognitive Services,
Functions, Search

•

Logic Apps offers powerful connectors to many SaaS
systems

•

Logic Apps & BizTalk are commentary solutions;
together they are known as Microsoft Hybrid
Integration

•

BizTalk Server going strong after 10 releases and 16
years. Microsoft heavily investing in BizTalk for the
future

•

Enterprise truly means enterprise; your business at
hyper scale

•

Powerful analytics and insights into real-time inflight
integration data

•

Absolute control and analytics over data endpoints

•

Full SDLC and DevOps support

Microsoft Gold Partners to implement

Logic Apps, at scale, at a outdoors
clothing retailer called Patagonia.
Let our experience in architecting and
implementing Logic Apps since its
initial release in 2015, be of great
value

to

your

organization

by

contacting us to do a Logic Apps
assessment at your organization.

Synegrate: Your Trusted Partner for Success
Synegrate has proven itself to be an indispensable partner for our customers on their digital transformation journeys.
Enterprise Integration solidly underpins any organization’s digital transformation and Synegrate leads the charge to enable
our customers for success. We are a Microsoft Gold Partner in Application Integration and Cloud Platform. We distinguish
ourselves in the fact that we have an outstanding team of experts, resulting in the highest quality solutions for our clients.
Synegrate offers our customers an exceptional consulting experience.
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